CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Robin Crow
Travels from: Tennessee

Fee Range: $10,001 - $15,000

Robin Crow has forged a remarkable career on his journey from RCA
recording artist to successful entrepreneur, and has built several world‐class
businesses from scratch. He is an acclaimed public speaker with a client list
that is a whoʹs who of blue chip corporations and forward thinking
organizations.
Robin doesnʹt just talk business; he lives it. His company Dark Horse
Recording, a four‐studio complex and resort, has set the gold standard for
customer service and excellence in the recording industry. It is home to Faith Hill, Neil Diamond,
Taylor Swift, Matchbox 20, Tim McGraw, Michael W. Smith, Jewel, Alison Krauss and many others.
Robin is also the Founder and CEO of the Dark Horse Institute for Audio Engineering, which began
accepting students in December of 2009 and will soon be expanding itʹs campus.
Crow lectures widely on the implications of global issues and their effects on business sustainability.
Leadership and Customer Service are always the foundations from which his talks originate. He has
given over 2,200 presentations.
His newest book, Evolve or Die, reached #5 on the USA Today Best‐Seller list. His other books include
Rock Solid Leadership and Jump and the Net Will Appear. He loves hanging out with his four children,
throwing large barbecues for his studio clients and friends and spending as much time as possible in
the Rocky Mountains.
Most Requested Programs...
•

Rock Solid Leadership: How Anyone in Any Job Can Lead with Enthusiasm, Passion and Purpose

•

Evolve or Die: Seven Steps to Rethink the Way You Do Business

•

The Power of Service: How to Energize Your Business by Developing a Culture of Exceeding
Expectations
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